GUIDE 3

Stylelite
edge finishing
®

StyleLite® Ultra High Gloss
board can be edge finished
in a wide variety of different
ways. EGR has partnered
with global edge finishing
specialist Dollken / Surteco
to create an extensive and
diverse range.
All StyleLite compatible edge tapes
are of premium quality and offer high
resistance to heat, abrasion, impact
and colour fade.

colour matched
edge tapes
When correctly applied the edge tapes
will meet or exceed the AS/NZS 4386.1
for Domestic Kitchen Assemblies.
These have been developed to create
a virtually seamless edge transition
using the Surteco high gloss finished
ABS tape. Size is 23mm x 1.0mm on
50 or 100 metre rolls.

dual colour
edge tapes
Dual Colour Edge Tapes offer the
realistic appearance of a thick glass
like panel with far less weight and
expense combined with the same
ease of application of standard edge
tapes. Dual Colour is manufactured

using the Dollken premium Acrylic
3D technology in a silk finish that can
be polished to a gloss if so desired.
Dual colour is available to suit most
StyleLite panel colours. Size is 23 x 1.3
mm on 50 metre rolls.

contrast edge tapes
Combine beautifully with the
StyleLite colour range and include
the distinctive 3D silk finished range
of Acrylic tapes in a variety of colours
but particularly, brushed aluminium,
stainless steel and plywood looks.
Standard size is 23 x 2.0 mm on 150
metre rolls. Contact Surteco for other
width options.
All Dollken / Surteco edge tapes are
supplied primed ready for application
using EVA or PUR hot melt adhesives.

For more information visit

www.surteco.com.au
or contact your StyleLite
Distributor or any Surteco office:

Brisbane 07 3245 1881
Sydney
02 9421 0300
Melbourne 03 9775 0533

For more information on this or any
other fact sheet please visit -

stylelite-aca.com
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Stylelite polishing &
surface hardness
®

StyleLite® is the ultra high gloss
acrylic lamination product for
all door, drawer or furniture
construction, - and with its
mirror-like appearance it will
really turn heads.

All quality brands of acrylic faced high gloss
decorative sheet get harder and more
scratch resistant over the first few days of
exposure after the masking film is removed.
When compared to other leading brands
StyleLite achieves the 2H level of scratch
resistance 40% faster. StyleLite achieves the
superior 3H hardness level in only 3 days after
initial polish.

StyleLite faced laminated boards are supplied
ready to fabricate and feature a tough,
protective masking film.

Following the fabrication an initial polishing
procedure will ensure the maximum scratch
resistance is achieved in the shortest possible
time. For best results we recommend the
following polishes: Vuplex, Novus #1 ultra
gloss super polish, Plexus plastic polish.

The masking film should only be removed once
the fabrication and installation is complete.
When the film is removed a small amount of
invisible adhesive residue is left behind and
we recommend this residue is removed by
lightly buffing with a suitable plastic polish.

StyleLite is harder, more scratch resistant,
and ultra high gloss - Plus being able to
cure faster than other products makes
StyleLite the ideal lamination panel for all
your decor needs.

This initial polishing process also provides
additional protection to the surface from
scratching or scuffing.
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StyleLite is harder,
more scratch
resistant, & ultra
high gloss which
makes it the ideal
lamination panel for
your decor needs
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